	
  

	
  

MOSAIC HOUSE OF PRAYER ROLES
Prayer Leaders:
These persons work alongside the worship leaders to facilitate an hour or two hours of prayer in the following ways:
-‐ helps keep time of the cycles and transitions
-‐ reads the Scripture for the topic of that set, states the topic, and opens in prayer
-‐ invites people to pray from the mic if they feel led to pray into the topic at hand.
-‐ is sensitive to the leading of the Spirit and facilitates corporate prayer through encouraging prayer groups,
ministry times, times for sharing of prophecy, healing prayer, tongues, interpretation of tongues, etc.
-‐ announces different prayer activity stations
Assistant Prayer Leaders:
These persons facilitate the second prayer cycle within an hour. They do not pray immediately after the primary prayer
leader but wait for others in the room to engage first. If no one engages after 2 minutes, then the assistant prayer
leader may approach the mic to pray and further encourage others to join in. Prayer leaders also pray in the second
prayer cycle in any given set (remember that ideally each hour should go through the following stages:
- Cycle 1: 15-20 mins of corporate worship
- Cycle 2: 10-15 mins of prayer

- Cycle 3: 10-15 mins of corporate worship
- Cycle 4: 10-15 mins o prayer

Worship Leaders:
WL’s work in conjunction with the prayer leaders to create an atmosphere of encounter with God through worship and
prayer. They assemble their own team, or lead solo. WL is responsible for getting emailing their set list at least 24hrs
in advance to ekballoharvest@gmail.com
Worship leaders prepare to lead instrumentally during the prayer cycles and may opt to sing spontaneously in
agreement with the prayer topic in the interim time between people praying from the mic. Worship leaders are also
encouraged to sing and play prophetically as the Spirit leads and not simply just get through their songs. It’s ok to sing
a new song unto the LORD!!!!
A/V Volunteers:
These persons help set up, facilitate, and tear down the stage in whatever way the host church asks of Ekballo
Harvest. Also, the A/V volunteers are asked to help in getting the lyrics for the songs from the different set lists. Lastly,
A/V volunteers assist in the operation of any slides and videos.
Section Leaders:
This person serves as a room usher to help people find a seat in the prayer room when needed and also serves as a
prayer room referee. It is imperative that the section leader familiarizes him or herself with the prayer room etiquette
and exercises pastoral boldness to lovingly ensure those in the prayer room adhere to the rules.
Greeters:
These persons help welcome people to the house of prayer, invite them to sign up for Ekballo Harvest updates, and
offer to pray with them before they enter the prayer room. Greeters should be knowledgeable in the vision, values, and
ministry/giving opportunities through Ekballo Harvest.
Stewards:
These persons sign up to serve in 1 hour slots to insure that any water, coffee, tea is set up, stocked for attendees,
and then cleaned up after any event. Stewards also act as our set up and clean up crew (check/clean bathrooms,
clean sanctuary, and gather “lost and found” items.

